MANN BROTHERS

PREMIUM PAINTS & FINISHING PRODUCTS

758 N. La Brea Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90038

TEL: 323.936-5168

PRODUCT DATA SHEET
# 760-01 PARA-LITE WHITE
DESCRIPTION: Para-Lite Casein Paste Paint is a paste-like sandable coating made from milk by products. It is
excellent for artwork, scenic backdrops, posters, displays and a wide variety of other interior artistic
and general uses for texturing, antiquing and fine finishing, and is ideal crackle coating over a glue
base. Para-Lite sands very easily and can be tinted by using Vara-Bond Studio Colors.

SURFACE PREPARATION: Sand or scrape all loose, flaking or peeling surfaces. On glossy surfaces deaden
the gloss and create a slight tack. Where bleeding exists, first apply a suitable barrier coat.
porous patched surfaces, use 7301 Para-Base Sealer.

MIXING:

On

While stirring constantly, add water gradually to the paint until the proper consistency for brushing
or spraying has been reached – approximately one-half gallon of water to one gallon of paint. Use
only clean equipment for mixing.

APPLICATION: Apply by brush or spray equipment. Keep brush full; flow out evenly and apply liberally. Wash
equipment thoroughly with soap and water immediately after use. Dries within one hour.
Additional coats may be applied the same day. Provide fresh air ventilation during and after
application.

DENSITY:

11.16 lb per gallon on white color, varies depending on colors

NON-VOLATILE(Wt %): 48.9 for white color
NON-VOLATILE(Vol%): 32.9 for white color
VISCOSITY:

85 – 100 KU

DRYING TIME: It may be recoated in about 2 hour under normal atmosphere and application conditions.
Overnight dry is recommended before use.
Drying time also depends on surface temperature and relative humidity.

THINNING:
COVERAGE:

Thin with water if needed. Over-thinning results the loss of hide.
250-350 sq. ft. per gallon. Actual coverage may vary depending surface conditions
and application technique.

CLEAN UP:
V.O.C.:
CAUTION :

Warm, soapy water.
Less than 50 grams per liter.
Do not take internally. Avoid contact with eyes, prolonged contact with skin or breathing of
spray mists. Use with adequate ventilation. Clean hand and contaminated skins after use.

WARNING:

Do not apply if surface, container or air temperature is below 50 degree F.

NOTICE:

Purchaser is responsible for legal disposal of containers. Close container after each use.
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